
Completed your training, you have.  
Enjoy this moment—I’ll wait.

Now 
What…

creativedesignanddirection

Alright then; now it is time to enter the race. However, sprint not, young designer. The race you 
are about to enter is a marathon. You will get winded. You may cramp up (carpal tunnel). You may 
need to stop for a sip of Vitamin Water (or Pete’s Coffee). Some of your peers may start strong out 
the gates, but may fade later. While others, may never be caught. Some may start slow, but gain 
momentum. While some, like myself, may struggle to merely get out of the gates. Your success 
will require patience, discipline, perseverance, and daring—a splash of good fortune couldn’t hurt 
either. So, as someone who owes a coin or two to lady luck, I’ve compiled a list of insights, tips 
and personal experiences to help you get out of the gate—and maybe share some good luck too.



We all talk ourselves out of a deal. We think we don’t have enough experi-
ence, or we don’t know flash, illustrator, css, cs4, or csi well enough. Realize 
this; you really have nothing to lose at this point of your career—so be 
bold. Call your heros for an internship or take that hero out for coffee, and 
ask to interview him or her. Above all, never be afraid to ask questions when 
you run into a problem. You will be surprised with the amount of people you 
can find who actually enjoy and long to help others. Don’t let the voices in 
your head or the media tell you otherwise. 

Force Quit Fear1

Back in the day, I recall a chat with my classmates about internships. It was 
something we all were looking to check off the requirement list. As usual, I 
put it off, and began to feel like I was the only one who had yet to obtain 
an internship. The list of potential internships provided by our class advisers 
had been filled by other students. With no options on the table, I took out 
my favorite CDs and magazines; read through the credits. I found everything 
I needed: the art directors name, the company address, and sometimes, even 
the telephone number. I made my own list and within two weeks, I had 
interviews in a few places that really excited me. Today, as was the case for 
me out of college, fewer and fewer places are hiring; the internship offer is a 
great way to get into places that may not be penetrated otherwise.

Internships (the great back door)

Putting goals on paper is a powerful act. I recently found a list of goals I listed in 
my senior year. I stashed it away; only to stumble upon it ten years later and found I 
had accomplished all of the things on that list. These things were somehow burned in 
my mind. So, list five dream companies you’d love to work for or five things you’d like 
to try in life now that this chapter in your life is coming to a close. List five places 
you want to visit. List five something; anything—just please list them!

Dont Just Set Type; Set Goals
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With a slew of internship interviews under my belt; I found myself with a problem I never thought I would 
have—multiple internship offers. I had three options, and I was pulling my hair out trying to decide which 
one to take. Luckily, after adjusting my schedule at work, I took two internships at once. One, for a music 
label called Moonshine, on Tuesdays. The other, at Virgin Records, on Monday and Wednesdays. While both 
music related, one was a very small and relaxed electronic music while the other was a larger, more structured 
record label with a variety of musical acts. When the internships ended, I contacted the third option; Sony 
Music, and tried that one as well. From Sony, I was introduced to a small design studio that eventually offered 
me a job. This is an example of how you can use this point in your career to do things that are  
untraditional; such as work for two different companies at once. You can get a glimpse in their different work 
environments, cultures and methodologies. Yes, I wanted a job, and it was frustrating. Keeping an attitude of 
“getting experience, making contacts and learning” helped me to get through this.

Why Try Just One
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One of the best things you can do for yourself is to develop 
a routine, or find an environment where you will be pushed 
to learn more. If this industry has one thing to be sure of, 
it is sure to change. This is a good thing. There is always 
something new to learn and improve upon, regardless of 
your area of expertise. It is why finding your voice or area 
of interest is important. It will naturally produce a thirst to 
learn more about it. 

Never Stop Learning

Your portfolio and website rock. I’m sure you have a wide variety of projects to demonstrate 
your abilities and versatilities. Hopefully, the wide range of work will find something that sticks 
to prospective employer. However, if you haven’t already, now is a good time to look back and 
think long and hard about what projects excited you the most. Try to find ways to bulk up more 
samples in these areas. Pick one or two areas to explore and expand such as identity design or 
user interfaces. Maybe it is industry driven like action sports or fashion. Maybe you like to work 
in certain style—see if that style can be pushed across different executions. Take advantage of 
the time between graduation and employment to grow.

Take A Stand

Relationships are everything. A professor of mine used to say, “You guys are the ones that will get each 
other jobs later in life—so keep in touch.”  Now, I didn’t do a good job of this. I decided to chart the 
waters alone. While this turned out fine in the short term, I soon realized that the people I was meet-
ing in jobs and internships were referring me to others. Today, I try to maintain contact with as many 
colleagues, co-workers and friends as possible. Not for career advancement; but to create community, 
inspire and help others.  Before you set course into the future; make sure you have a way to stay in 
touch with everyone you have met. Begin to share info on contacts, job openings and events with each 
other. Adopt this win/win attitude now and it will come back to you in boatloads later in life. Today, 
with social media tools like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter—there is no excuse not to stay in touch.

Stay Connected
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How To Be A Graphic Designer, Without Losing Your Soul 
Adrian Shaughnessy

Talent Is Not Enough: Business Secrets For Designers
Shel Perkins

The Designer’s Guide To Marketing and Pricing
Ilise Benum and Peleg Top

Purple Cow
Seth Godin

StrengthsFinder 2.0
Tom Rath

Let me know your ideas too:
eric@ambistudio.com

Worth Flipping Through:


